ThinkPad
X1 Titanium
Yoga GEN 1
The office has been undefined. Now, everyone wears
the badge of “road warrior” and “on-the-go” employee.
Because the workspace has no boundaries, you need
a next-level mobile device to meet you where you are.
Enter the new ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga powered by
the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform and delivering what IT needs
and users want. This ultrathin, ultralight 2-in-1 boasts
an impressive titanium design and delivers both tablet
and notebook functionality that takes you anywhere.
Grab this sleek device for high-powered portable
productivity, coming in at just 11.5 mm thin. The 13.5” 2K
touch display and full ThinkPad keyboard enable big ideas
to come to life, whether you’re in laptop or tablet mode.
ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga also
boasts a robust suite of integrated
ThinkShield and Intel® vPro® platform security
solutions, including AI and biometric authentication
through a touch fingerprint reader and human
presence detection. So, no matter where you set
up shop each day, your work stays yours.

Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga Gen 1
REFINED DESIGN
The exquisite aesthetics and authentic titanium construction of the ThinkPad X1
Titanium Yoga are rivaled only by its impressive engineering. Designed to work
in whatever mode suits your mood, the 360-degree Yoga hinge moves you from
laptop to tablet—and everywhere in between. At just 11.5 mm thin and 1.15 kg, with full
ThinkPad keyboard and magnetic Lenovo Precision Pen, creating and sharing content
is a thing of beauty.
ENHANCED COLLABORATION
ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga is engineered for critical work-from-anywhere
collaboration. With four far-field microphones and a Dolby® Atmos® speaker system
for a premium audio experience, plus a high-definition camera for visual clarity, this
2-in-1 is the perfect mobile-conferencing hub.
PERSUASIVE PERFORMANCE
Designed on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform and powered by up to the latest 11th
generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro® processor, ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga delivers 16GB
memory and up to 1TB PCIe SSD storage for high-powered productivity. With two
Thunderbolt 4 ports, optional 5G connectivity or smart port replicator solution, you’ll
be ready to impress wherever today’s desk might be.

performance
ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga features fast
LPDDR4x memory and up to 11th generation
of Intel® Core™ i7 vPro® processors on the Intel®
Evo™ vPro® platform to help you power through
your day of meeting, creating, and solving.

functionality
Whether project inspiration demands
laptop utility with full ThinkPad keyboard
or tablet creativity with optional Lenovo
Precision Pen, ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga
delivers purpose-driven function.

security

VIVID VIEWS
ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga features a 13.5-inch 2K 450nit display featuring Intel
Iris® Xe Graphics and Dolby® Vision® with a 3:2 aspect ratio. Picture clarity and color
accuracy bring images—and videoconference attendees—to life on the low power
2256x1504 resolution display with 100% sRGB.
®

Enhanced ThinkShield features, plus a
touch fingerprint reader and IR camera
with webcam privacy shutter, keep
your data and your device secure.

Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Titanium Yoga Gen 1

accessories

performance
PROCESSOR

Up to 11th generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro® processors
OPERATING SYSTEM

DOCKING

Thunderbolt 42
USB-C2
External Port Replicator2

Up to Windows 10 Pro

THINKPAD X1 ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION HEADPHONES

Intel Iris X Graphics

design

CAMERA

DISPLAY

GRAPHICS
®

®

e

HD + IR camera with webcam privacy shutter

PN: 4XD0U47635

These lightweight and stylish headphones provide
professional conferencing sound quality with ANC/ENC
settings. Connect or charge via USB Type-C or Bluetooth® 5.0.

13.5” Touch Dolby® Vision™ 2K (2256 x 1504, 450nit, 201 PPI)
100% sRGB CG 8bit

MEMORY

16GB LPDDR4x
STORAGE

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)

297.5 x 232.7 x 11.5 mm
11.71 x 9.14 x 0.45 in

Up to 1TB PCIe SSD
WEIGHT
BATTERY

Starting at 1.15 kg/2.54 lbs.

Up to 10.9 hours1, 44.5Whr battery
KEYBOARD
AUDIO

Backlit keyboard

Dolby® Atmos® Speaker System
2x Up-firing Speakers
4x 360-degree Microphones

COLOR

THUNDERBOLT 4 DOCKING PN: 40B00135XX

Lenovo Precision Pen (Magnetic Attach)
Lenovo Active Pen
Lenovo Pen Pro

optional services

security

PREMIER SUPPORT

connectivity
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

2x Thunderbolt™ 4
1x 3.5mm Audio
WIFI

WiFi 6 (WLAN 802.11 AX)
LTE 4G CAT92
5G (LTE CAT20)2

Boost on-the-go productivity and collaboration with the
ultraportable ThinkVision M14 mobile display. This lightweight
14” monitor is compatible with any device with an advanced
USB-C port.

Titanium

PENS2

Match on Chip Fingerprint Reader
IR camera with webcam privacy shutter
dTPM 2.0 chip
Human presence detection

THINKVISION M14 PORTABLE MONITOR PN: 61DDUAR6US

This new cable docking station expands your mobile potential
with power portability. Modern business depends on a wide
variety of PCs—and even brands—and this high-performing
dock connects you for the win.

Bypass phone menus and scripted troubleshooting to access
advanced-level technicians with the expertise needed to quickly
diagnose and solve problems. Get a consistent point of contact
within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is professionally
managed from start to finish. 3,4
ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP)

Protect your investment from operational or structural damage
caused by common accidents like drops, spills, or electrical surges.
This protection plan helps with predictable budgeting, minimizes
unexpected repair costs and provides significant savings relative to
the cost of non-covered repairs.3, 4

LENOVO PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
COMBO PN: 4X30H56796

Get a full-size keyboard and mouse combination in a modern
wireless solution with this slim 3-zone keyboard and number
pad with one-touch dedicated media keys put the controls
you use most at your fingertips. The ergonomic full-size
mouse lets you complete tasks with ease using the precise
1600dpi laser sensor and 4-way scroll wheel.

WARRANTY EXTENSION

This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget
for PC expenses, protect your investment, and lower the cost of
ownership over time.3
1
Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies significantly with settings,
usage, and other factors. Projected up to 10.9 hours using MM18. Official claims/final
results TBD. Official results will be available at results.bapco.com at product launch.
2

Optional

3

Up to 5 years total duration

4

May not be available in all regions
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